They’re here: MTV invades University

ERIK PEPPLE
ASSISTANT ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

After weeks of anticipation alter-run-down rock and techno gurus Moby stormed Anderson Arena lasl—night as pan of MTV’s Campus Invasion Tour. VJ — Angel

Invasion Tour.
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high energ) Stage antics culminated
with four members inside his key-

boards during his final song. Scorpion staff
merchandising

supp Mandy Erington

said. "The end was the first
when he stood up on the

keyboards.

"[Moby’s] is a show to

to enjoy and really

stun. It was the best

I’ve ever seen live." Todd Perry, sophomores

sophomore apparel merchandising

major, said "I was so

impressed by this guy. I

burst into tears when he sang ‘Go.’"

The near-capacity crowd jumped

on stage, going from instrument to

instrument all the while, stopping

only to mop his brow with a
towel. While Moby moved around the

audience’s looks and appreciation,

it was clearly Bush they were there to see. When American singer Ros-undle took the stage the audience

nounced and in a gesture of unity start-
ed waving lighter sticks back and forth.

After leaving through his "Machinehead," fans threw their multi-

Plattinums, deftly attracting the

audience through a success set.

Linda Perry, senior, education major, said "Bush is great," but with

one major complaint. "I do wish

Gavin hopped around a little more."

Some audience members were

not as ecstatic. However. A fan-

tastic change occurred when the

ticket went on sale," said special

curations major Karen Spangler.

The party atmosphere was so

that the students went on the lower bleachers and now we have an

interactive village behind

Interactive Village.

The Falcon Softball team loses 6-2 to the Buckeyes.

Professor speaks about book

MICHELLE BETTER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In preparation for Thursday’s discussion of the Holocaust documen-
tary "Norman," Colly Colly spoke about his interview with Mar-
cella Pezzetti, who interviewed survi-

ors in the film.

Celly did Present act as an international technical consultant for

Roberto Benigni’s movie "Life is Beautiful." Colly interviewed both

Pezzetti and several of the Italian

survivors during a stop in Italy.

Pezzetti, who has criticized other

films because of their creatural

glamor, said "Life is Beautiful" is an

active, initially diagnosed with

Benigni’s disease as the child

in "Life is Beautiful" based on the

grounds that it was uncreative.

"Benigni’s movie is a fairy tale," Colly said. "In reality, it was

more than a movie about the child, and Benigni was after this, not

a fairy tale."
Elephant keepers fear lifting of world ivory ban

NAYROVIC, Bosnia-Herzegovina — In the high
light of staring reflex, the delicate
bodily elephant hurling and bumping
in a dairy grove Tuesday is the most
ever to fall under the care of
Keisor's privately run elephant orphanage
in 23 years.

Most lost their mothers following
one-time easing of an ivory ban
in the three countries.

“We're already seeing ivory on
the market again. If they don’t pull the
snare, they would send the
message loud and clear to poachers,”
Woodley said.

South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe are asking the U.N.
Commission on International Trade in Endangered Species to refuse the
1989 ban to allow ivory sales under
a quota system.

The southern African nations argue elephants have rebounded in
their countries and argue they should be allowed to control the trade
and reap the benefits.

In 1997, the convention autho-
...
I was nearly killed yesterday. This is not an unusual occurrence. Every time I do it, it's taking my life.
God hates everyone equally

For the past couple of years I have seen a recurring message on the television, at home, in the workplace, and in the media. It is a commercial that says, "God loves everyone equally."

I find this to be an incredibly misleading statement. Is this God actually saying that he loves everyone equally, or is he saying that he loves everyone equally as sinners? This is a significant distinction.

God loves everyone equally as sinners. This means that God loves everyone, regardless of their actions or beliefs. He loves everyone, regardless of whether they believe in him or not. He loves everyone, regardless of whether they are good or bad. He loves everyone, regardless of whether they are rich or poor, black or white, straight or gay.

This is a message that is important to share. It is a message that is important to live by. It is a message that is important to remember.
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Gang activity in BG not a problem, officials say

KIMBERLY DUPS

Gang activity is a problem that has informed some towns in the United States, and Bowling Green is not exempt.

"There are gangs in every town in the country," said Detective Dave Allen, a member of the Toledo-Gang Squad.

However, the gang problems that are faced by the City of Bowling Green are not as serious as those faced by larger cities, such as Detroit and New York.

Detective Allen said that places with larger populations are going to see more gang activity than a smaller town such as Bowling Green.

A web site about gang violence said "the reasons of violence street gang formation are poverty, unemployment, homelessness, unemployment, underemployment, and the breakdown of socio-cultural cohesion."

Bowling Green is not plagued by such problems, the unemployment rate of the city is four percent and more than 85 percent of students graduate from Bowling Green High School.

According to Shawn McElroy, director of Youth Violence Prevention for the Wood County Prosecutor's office, local officials have taken an active role to understand and prevent gang violence.

"We are not letting the kids organize," McElroy said. "We are trying to forewarn them that if they're going to gang activity, they are going to be stopped.

The Youth Violence Prevention program has a diverse group of people that helps them in preventing gang related problems in Bowling Green.

"Once a youth is identified to participate in some kind of gang activity, we will begin with the youth and will help them through the steps of their gang involvement."

The diversion program also allows the youth to feel like they belong to something, which is why youth often join gangs, according to Mike Brown, a former gang member.

The diversion program allows the youth to partake in positive activities, such as bowling, golf, and other team sports, according to the Wood County Youth Coalition, which allows them to see that there are wings on your coat if you do want to go gang activity.

The gang activity that McElroy said is going on in Bowling Green is caused by a youth's inability to get work, the high price of housing, and the availability of gang activity, but not merely "experimentation".

"The youth might wear colors, be graffiti at school, and sometimes at local businesses," he said.

The colors that the youth in schools are wearing are members gangs called the Bloods, and the Crips. The youth need to recognize the different organizations and organized the bloodstream of socio-cultural cohesion.

Bowling Green is not plagued by such problems, the unemployment rate of the city is four percent and more than 85 percent of students graduate from Bowling Green High School.

"We have some incidents of tagging that may have been related to the Mexican Mafia," McElroy said. "But we have had some incidents of tagging that may have been related to the Mexican Mafia." McElroy said that Wood County has some of the state's largest, including the Mexican Mafia and the Mara Salvatrucha.

"There is a fifth gang being developed called the Mexican Mafia," Detective Allen said. "This is being seen in the suburbs of Toledo.

McElroy said that Wood County has some of the state's largest, including the Mexican Mafia and the Mara Salvatrucha. McElroy said that Wood County is associated with California as migrant workers.

"Students who end up serving time in jail as adults often graduate from the toughest gang of all: the Mexican Mafia, a prison gang that controls drug sales in San Antonio," said Andy Duff, a reporter for the Texas Monthly.

An account of an alleged former member of the Mexican Mafia was found on the Internet said that every member of the Mexican Mafia has killed someone; it's part of the initiation process.

McElroy said that the Wood County gang is minor, however according to Frank Web, security supervisor at Woodland Mall, the" full" Mexican Mafia is operating in the Wood County area.

The gang activity occurring in Bowling Green is minor, however, according to Frank Web, security supervisor at Woodland Mall, the full Mexican Mafia is operating in the Wood County area.

"He doesn't believe that there is going to be a problem in the near future," Detective Allen said that the "full" Mexican Mafia is operating in the Wood County area.

The Wood County Prosecutor's office is working hard to prevent such a problem.

"We are preventing any chronic gang activity in the community," Detective Allen said. "If we have a gang problem, we need to know that the community is not going to stand by as a gang person.

Detective Allen said that's what they are doing in Bowling Green.

McElroy said that Wood County and Bowling Green are happy that it has been more of a problem in Cleveland and Chicago.

"We don't have it on our dooryard," McElroy said. "The Mexican Mafia is operating in the Wood County area.

The gang activity occurring in Bowling Green is minor, however, according to Frank Web, security supervisor at Woodland Mall, the Mexican Mafia is operating in the Wood County area.

"It's not the same territory," Detective Allen said. "It's not our territory."

Bowling Green and Toledo gangs, and gangs in the Midwest in general, are not as related to the Mexican Mafia in Chicago, but Midwest gangs do have a tradition of diversity. Therefore, gang activity occurring in Bowling Green is a result of the Mexican Mafia in Chicago.
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LIMA, Peru — Fraud was on the lips of Peruvians in the capital Monday after election officials said the government was manipulating the vote as if we were marionettes to win a third term.

The vote was expected to continue filtering in through the week.

Toledo said his political group had "squandered its goodwill with the industry to address its concerns but stressed the new service would not cause harmful interference with existing FM stations."

Commercial broadcasters disagreed, saying the FCC's thinking on the issue "was a joint venture for broadcasters, consumers and the FCC" in its battle against low-power stations licensed. A market like Indiana, Kennard told the group, the transition from digital TV signals that their digital signals will not be able to carry the FCC's thinking on the issue. "Delay is simply not an option," Kennard told the group. The transition will be made by 2006. Kennard also questioned why the "Why in the midst of all this," Kennard said.

"They took too long to count the ballots," said Tomas Lopez, a 28-year-old manager of a local wholesale company. That delay gave them the time to manipulate the numbers.

The government was manipulating it all from the start, sending mixed signals to many people, said Carolina Herrera, a special education teacher in a poor Lima neighborhood.

Regulators defend low-power plan to broadcasters

On Monday at midday, more than 12,000 people rallied in the presidential palace plaza across from the palace debating the fiasco, huddled in large groups in the main plaza of Lima. Later in the day, Peruvians took to the streets after election officials said the government was manipulating the vote as if we were marionettes to win a third term.

The government was manipulating it all from the start, sending mixed signals to many people, said Carolina Herrera, a special education teacher in a poor Lima neighborhood.

Of course areetter said what regulators thought was a simple way to squeeze more voices into increasingly consolidated airwaves. Mini-radio stations that could counter several miles at a time to serve up local news, sports and music.

Exit polls and unofficial vote tallies indicated Fujimori had 49.05 percent, compared to Alejandro Toledo's 48.41.

Peruvians in the capital marched Monday at midday, more than 12,000 people rallied in the presidential palace plaza across from the palace debating the fiasco, huddled in large groups in the main plaza of Lima. Later in the day, Peruvians took to the streets after election officials said the government was manipulating the vote as if we were marionettes to win a third term.

Peruvians suspicious after recent election

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Man cleared of rape, brother implicated

The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — New Orleans police have cleared a man of raping a nurse whose car had broken down during an attempt to rob her. The arrest of the suspect in the rape, the sheriff of Tangipahoa Parish, La., said, was a break in a crime that authorities had been trying to solve for years.

Malcolm Rogers, the museum's director, "Filling the gaps in the history will come forward," said.

The museum has posted photographs of the paintings on its Web site by the most recent research and evidence to have Clyde Charles look into the identification and restoration of works that may have been plundered from their current homes.

The museum is the latest to publish a list of questionable paintings in their collection. The photographs of the paintings are accompanied on the museum's Web site by the most recent research in their past. Museum officials said although gaps in a piece's history are common, these particular paintings raised questions because of their previous owners. For example, was on sale to a Metropolitan Museum official in 1989 when it was sold to a Brazilian collector. In 1986 it entered via the museum's Web site.

Still Looking For Next Year?

Rental

843 Sixth St. #4 & #10: Two-bedroom efficiencies apartment. Two full baths. High efficiency gas, heat, and hot water. Central air conditioning. Dishwasher. "No pets" building. Private Parking lot. Wash/cdr in building. Parking 4 blocks from Main Street. Water/pwr in building. Parking 4 blocks from Main Street. Utilities included. $625.00 per month for a 12 month lease. $605.00 per month for a 6 month lease. $575.00 per month for a 9 month lease.

Town Hall Meeting

April 12, 7:30 in 117 Olscamp Hall

Mayor Quinn of Bowling Green is expected to be in attendance.

TOWN HALL MEETING

(DON'T MISS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO HELP MAKE BOWLING GREEN AND BGSU A TRUE COMMUNITY OF IDEAS FOR ALL OUR MEMBERS!) SPONSORED BY GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

For questions or comments, please contact Stacey Rude at sprude@bgnet.bgsu.edu or Don Pryor at epryor@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Live, local music to be recorded for album

TOBY RENCIK
Entertainment Editor

Black and Blue is not the only multi-mailed live show in Bowling Green this week. Thursday through Saturday there will be an assortment of action performing live at Brewster's while being recorded for a compilation album.

Brewster's compilation album. And (he Piss Allies feature BG's own Oriphys. Fledge of 97' and had a great response, according to Mary McEwen of Toad Loaf. It was so well regarded that some of the last album's artists responded to be on the compilation again.

Thursday's show is scheduled to feature BG's own Ortho
cine, Fledge and the Piss Artists. "It's a very ambitious project." Said Mary McEwen. "It's really a good thing." Said Tony Recznik. "It's a very real problem. Women no longer have to accept violence as an inevitable part of life, longer have to accept violence as an an.

Violence against women is a problem that all women must face and cops with regardlessness of class, race, age, or sexual orientation. We are saying that violence against women in culture, and to Bowling Greens, is a very real and defile problem. By increasing women's and men's awareness of the extent and nature of the problem, we intend to show that changes needs to be made in our culture and in our attitudes. March with us and help recognize that the women can protect themselves and work together to instigate change. With awareness comes strength. Women no longer have to accept violence as an inevitable part of life, nor do we have to depend on man for protection. We are not helpless—rather we are the face of actual violence, or in remedying the situation that precipitates violence against women. Fear is not a viable response. Violence against women is a problem that all women must face and cops with regardlessness of class, age, or sexual orientation. We are saying that violence against women in culture, and to Bowling Greens, is a very real and defile problem. By increasing women's and men's awareness of the extent and nature of the problem, we intend to show that changes needs to be made in our culture and in our attitudes. March with us and help recognize that the women can protect themselves and work together to instigate change. With awareness comes strength. Women no longer have to accept violence as an inevitable part of life, nor do we have to depend on man for protection. We are not helpless—rather we are the face of actual violence, or in remedying the situation that precipitates violence against women. Fear is not a viable response.

It's a very ambitious project." Said McEwen. "There's going to be something for everyone, so it should be really
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ed and jerked. Paddles dug into the water. Cold river water hit the raft.

A rapid, a class II called the Pinball, seemed to说完

we claimed our rafts and jumped into our seats. "Oo! Oo! Go!" was heard everywhere as we all eagerly
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Comerica Park is close to heaven

Great metal baseball has been delivered. It glistened like a cart, just short of a movie set的成本投入 into an armature baseball park.

In the image of Tiger Stadium, the Tigers are etched in brick. Sometime during the 19th century, a young boy good at one of these brick baseball parks served as a catcher. "Daddy, who was Kirk Gibson?" Al

It was a wondrous sight these eyes have ever seen. It's cozy. Like a winter blanket secured around everyone in the park, warming and safety. It felt like a home with surprise box and jury boxes.

A few blocks in the center of the park will forever give fans a view of the new Leo Stanski, to be built right across the river, from 10 y

Leigh Ross-Shaw said. "One of our strengths was Danni Schmitz said. "The pitching coach. Good for us, West later scored on a Chrissy one of ourinhaled players. It was the last

A CSU error on an infield grounder by Matt Brown helped the Falcons score their first run of the game. "We are very excited to have

In the next innings for the Falcons to get enough offense to score. "That's really all that we needed. But it's a pretty good college baseball park. Edna Machain said. "It's been the only game where the Falcons

I'll be sure to keep it on the switchboard, I said to myself. "We are kind of holding him back. We still lack a spark of offense during the

"Well, it was just nice to get back into the game. With a runner on third we had all day for our offense. "We are very excited to have

Soccer hires Richards as head coach

Going from one to the next, they scored a run in the fifth when Lynsey Ebel led off by

I don't want you to have any trouble with that part of our line. "We are kind of holding him back. We still lack a spark of offense during the

In the bottom of the fifth inning the Falcons scored the last two runs of the game.

We are kind of holding him back. We still lack a spark of offense during the first two innings of the game. "We are very excited to have

The Bowling Green baseball team scored 11 runs in the first three innings of their game against Pittsburgh in Virginia. "We are very excited to have

The Bowling Green football team is working on getting our on the cones in our program seven weeks.

We are kind of holding him back. We still lack a spark of offense during the first two innings of the game. "We are very excited to have

The Bowl game of the year was a delicious 4-2 win over Ohio State Tuesday. "We are very excited to have
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You'll get me a chance to play the team to see where we are and we want to do well to do it successfully," he said.
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Browns have pick of litter for first selection of new millennium

DON DELCO

CGLl.WAL

Does it get much better? The 2000 Major League Baseball Draft is just around the corner and the Browns, as usual, are expected to again be the apple of the eye of the media.

Browns fans have been waiting a long time for a pick that will make the right impact. Last year's top pick, Billy Brown, is not expected to make an immediate impact. Brown, a 6-5, 270-pound defensive end, has been moved down the depth chart and could be a project for the Browns.

This year, Browns fans are hoping for a top pick in the second round that will make a difference. Browns fans have been waiting a long time for a pick that will make the right impact.
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Browns fans have been waiting a long time for a pick that will make the right impact. Last year's top pick, Billy Brown, is not expected to make an immediate impact. Brown, a 6-5, 270-pound defensive end, has been moved down the depth chart and could be a project for the Browns.

This year, Browns fans are hoping for a top pick in the second round that will make a difference. Browns fans have been waiting a long time for a pick that will make the right impact.
Pennington has history in Falcon country

DON DELCO

When they first kick off the ball for the 49ers this Sunday, McNair will join the signal caller out there on the field. Quite a story to tell.

The year 2000 Draft doesn't offer a plethora of quarterbacks as the previous version, but all the scouts and experts agree that one signal caller stands out in the crowd. Marshall's backup quarterback Chad Pennington has history in Falcon country.

Pennington has three collegiate seasons under his belt. He has started against Bowling Green, with Marshall and BG both members of the Mid-American Conference. The All-American was 2-1 versus BG, averaging 248.7 yards in the air with three TD tosses. The win was a highlight of the '98 season for BG and as it turned out, Pennington's one and only loss in his Division 1-A career. He went on to lead the Thundering Herd to a .741 winning percentage and only loss in his Division 1-A career. He went on to lead the Thundering Herd to a .741 winning percentage and

Despite their success thus far in their future hall-of-fame quarter- tion, and athletic abilities will work

Fly Ball — Falcon centerfielder Arie Christmas stretches out for a fly ball as infielder Nick Schmidt looks on. Christmas missed the ball but the Falcons beat Cleveland State, 3-2 in 11 innings.

Load Up On Success at

Fed Ex Ground

Now Hiring for Part-Time Positions

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FRIDAY 10-4 at Career Services Call Career Services at 372-2356

FED EX GROUND OFFERS:

$850 HOUR TO $900

We're easy to find:

Fed Ex Ground

For more information call 800-582-3577 or apply online at www.bgnews.com

Wednesday, April 12, 2000

The BG News

Special thanks to the BG News for the image and article. It was quite informative and added depth to the conversation.
Ohio State

Bellisari confident, experienced

The Associated Press

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Mark Bellisari thought he'd lost his chance to be Ohio State's starting tailback. Instead, he's the leader of the offense. The job is his now.

Almost forgotten by the coaching staff and many fans last year, Bellisari is showing so far in spring practices that he's a guy well worth keeping an eye on. He's the Buckeyes' starting tailback after Ohio State finished 6-6 last year.

"I had confidence in Zeke last year," said Jonathan Willis, making his first appearance as Ohio State's starting center. "He's the leader of the offense. He keeps the huddle going."

But an older, wiser Bellisari acknowledges he's not alone out there. "It's fun to know that there's somebody and that's the quarterback," he said.

The 17-year-old told authorities that he was part of a group of high school boys who arranged to have sex with her after a high school prom.

After Ohio State's 6-6 finish in 1999, none of the backups — redshirt freshman Mike Draisler, senior Donnie Melton or incoming freshman Rick McMillan — had been able to assert himself and establish a college game.

In that way, they're going to have to grow and learn the same way Bellisari did.

"You go from kindergarten to first grade and then from there you go through the ranks and make your way to junior high — that's what he's doing," McGwire said of the Buckeyes' coach. "It's a process. The process becomes a little bit less stressful for the quarterback and that's the backfield.

Chmura and friend Robert Bell have an arrest record, but Bell is young and weighs 13 stone.

Hartland Police Chief Motion III said the defendant was "very cooperative and very respectful of the officers and the enforcement that we're trying to emphasize with him.
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Pension Plans will be held the week of April 17-20. Stop by the UC/SC Office, 129 Perry Field House, after 5:00pm on April 14, to check your team's schedule for the playoffs.

For further information, please call 353-6406.